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Dear Homeowner: 

 

Please take this opportunity to look over this packet before we meet to discuss the 

marketing of your home.    

 

I will send you the following documents by separate email: 

1. A  sample Residential Real Estate Listing Agreement 

2. Mortgage Information Letter 

3. Seller's Disclosure Notice 

4. Video on Pricing Your Home to Sell 

 

 I would also appreciate some things from you when we meet: 

1. 2  keys to your property. 

2. List of amenities and some reasons why you bought the house. 

3. The completed Seller’s Disclosure 

4. Survey 

5. Your mortgage company loan # and customer service contact information 

(address, phone and fax number). 

 If you don’t know what these items are, pull out your house papers from when 

you bought it and your last mortgage statement and I will help you find all the 

correct information. 

I look forward to our meeting together! 
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I will provide the best service possible for every client I represent.  I will never tell a client what they want to hear if 

it is not reality.  I will never enter into a client relationship where I know what is expected of me can not be done in 

good faith.  I will never enter into an agreement with a seller who is unrealistic in regards to the proper pricing.  

When hired to sell a client's home, I will always make recommendations that can assist their home's value or help 

reduce its marketing time even if it means telling them things that they do not want to hear.  I acknowledge that I 

may periodically lose business because I am truthful with my clients and my competitors will tell them what they 

want to hear to temporarily get their business.  I will always remember that to have a winning relationship for my 

clients, we must always have a mutual goal. 

  

I will never lose sight that my honesty, loyalty, understanding, accountability and creativity are what make me so 

very different from the real estate masses.  My services will always be made available to the public.  I will always 

utilize a well-trained staff to assist me in the complex home selling process.  I will prioritize my time so that I am 

working with only people who are either buying or selling real estate.  I will always treat all parties honestly and 

fairly and I will always offer my properties without regard to race, color, creed, religion, sex, ancestry, national 

origin, handicap or family status.  I will always promote the best interest of the owner, I will obtain the best price 

for the owner, and I will always disclose to the owner all facts that might affect or influence their decisions. 

  

I assure you that during my real estate career I will always strive for excellence and I make a commitment to 

forego a portion of my life in exchange for continued education so that I may better serve clients. 

  

I share this with you because I believe it is important for you to know how I feel about the real estate industry and 

how I feel about the marketing of your home.  You win in life by helping others. 

  

Thank you for this opportunity. 

  

Terry Smith 
RE/MAX Masters III 

817-989-3180 
Email: terry@terrysmith.com 

www.terrysmith.com 
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COMPLETE  REAL ESTATE SERVICES: 
 Comparable homes sales information to help you 

price your home correctly and to buy your new 
home 

 Ideas to make your home more marketable 
 Creative marketing programs, graphics, company 

and personal websites, and the newest ideas on 
the market to sell your home 

 Thorough knowledge of contracts and follow-up 
on all details of the sale and/or purchase 

 Multiple listing services and Internet exposure 
 Honest, accurate market analysis 

 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
 62 transactions closed in 2012 
 E-Pro, Online Real Estate Professional 
 CRS, Certified Real Estate Specialist 
 CDPE, Certified Distressed Property Expert 
 CRP, Certified Relocation Professional 
 1993-2011 (RE/MAX ‘s High Achievement Sales 

Award), Platinum Club 2012 
 RE/MAX Hall of Fame 
 Licensed Mortgage Loan Broker 

TERRY SMITH 
RE/MAX Masters III, 4255 Bryant Irvin, Ste 104, Fort Worth, TX 76108 

Direct Line: 817-989-3180 
terry@terrysmith.com    www.terrysmith.com 

EXPERIENCE AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

  2012                                     RE/MAX Masters               #1Team Listings Unit Sold                                                                                                                             

 2011  RE/MAX Masters III #1 agent in unit listings and sales 

  2010-2011  RE/MAX Integrity Top Producer & Top Agent in Commissions & Sales   
  2000 – 2009  RE/MAX Achievers Top Listing and Sales Agent 

  1999  RE/MAX Advantage  Hall of Fame, Top Listing and Sales Agent  

  1997 – 1998  RE/MAX Associates Top Listing and Sales Agent 

  1994 – 1996  RE/MAX All*Stars Top Listing and Sales Agent 

  1985 – 1993  Wm Rigg Realtors, Inc. Top Listing and Sales Agent 

mailto:terry@terrysmith.com
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Are you interested in putting your home on the market, but wonder what repairs and touch ups to do? 
And then there’s bankrolling the work, not to mention sacrificing weekends to get it done. 

Slow down. Get a Grip. There are some no cost/low cost ways to get your home in showing shape and 

help you put your best foot, or house, forward to prospective buyers.  

When real estate agents and buyers refer to curb appeal, it means the initial impact the home makes 

when the buyer first views it. Visualize a buyer driving up to your curb. What would he see? 

Landscaping in need of work? A fence in need of paint? If the outside of the house is in shambles, a 

buyer may not be motivated to get out of the car and come inside.  

 
 

SO WHAT THINGS ARE IMPORTANT TO FIX-UP AND REPLACE BEFORE YOU SELL? 
Walk across the street from your home and pretend you’re a buyer, viewing the home for the first time. 

From the street, glance around the front yard. * Mentally note hedges and trees that need to be 

trimmed. Are they cut back away from the front door, the windows, and the porch area? This is not only 

for aesthetics but for safety reasons as well (a big priority with buyers today.) A Safe home is one that 

has a clear view of the parking area and walk ways, free of obstructions and overgrown foliage. 

What about paint trim near the front door and on the eaves? Could it use a new coat? Make sure your 
front door is in good repair, too – including the screen door, if applicable. Buyers’ impressions as they 

enter the home set the stage for the rest of the showing.  
Lets go inside the house, The cardinal rule before putting your home on the market is making sure it’s 

clean. In a competitive sales market, why would an eager buyer waste time viewing a house that 

needed elbow grease? And a less than spic and span house could also signal that other maintenance 
in the house hasn’t been kept up – like plumbing that leaks and furnace systems in need of cleaning or 

repair. Don’t Forget that a house that doesn’t show well, will often take longer to sell, costing you 

money in the long run.  
Terry Smith 
RE/MAX Masters III 
817-989-3180 
Email: terry@terrysmith.com 
www.terrysmith.com 
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1. Make the Most of that First Impression – A well manicured lawn, 
neatly trimmed shrubs and a clutter-free porch welcome 
prospects. So does a freshly scrubbed, front door. If it’s autumn, 
rake the leaves. The fewer obstacles between prospects and the 
true appeal of your home, the better.  2. Consider Your Closets – 
The better organized a closet , the larger it appears. Now’s is the 
time to box up those unwanted clothes and donate them to 
charity.  3. Make Your Bathroom Sparkle - Bathrooms sell 
homes, so let them shine. Check and repair damaged or unsightly 
caulking in the tubs and showers. For added allure, display your 
best towels, mats, and shower curtains. 4. Invest a few hours for 
future dividends - Here’s your chance to clean up in real estate. 
Clean up in the living room, the bathroom, the kitchen. If your 
woodwork is scuffed or the paint is fading, consider some minor 
redecoration. Fresh paint adds charm and value to your 
property. Prospects would rather see how great your home 
really looks than hear how great it could look, “with a little 
work.”       5. Lighten up at Night - Turn on the excitement by 
turning on all your lights, both inside and outside, when showing 
your home in the evening. Lights add color and warmth, and 
make prospects feel welcome.  6. Avoid Crowd Scenes - 
Potential buyers often feel like intruders when they enter a 
home filled with people. Rather than giving your house attention 
it deserves, they’re likely to hurry though. It's best to leave the 
house when buyers arrive so they feel 'free' to shop.  7. Watch 
Your Pets – Dogs and cats are great  companions, but not when 
you’re showing your home. Pets have a talent for getting 
underfoot. So do everyone a favor: Keep kitty and Spot outside, 
or at least out of the way.  8. Think Volume – Rock and Roll with 
never die. But it might kill a real estate transaction. When it’s 
time to show your home, its time to turn down the stereo or TV 
and put on easy listening music.  9. Don’t Apologize – No matter 
how humble you abode, never apologize for its short-comings. If 
a prospect volunteers a derogatory comment about your home’s 
appearance, let your experienced RE/MAX Associate handle the 
situation.  

 

 

10. Don’t Shut out a Sale – If cabinets or closet doors stick in your 
home, you can be sure they will also stick in a prospect’s mind. 
Don’t try to explain away sticky situations when you can easily 
plane them away. A little effort on your part can smooth the way 
toward a closing. 11. Make Room for Space – Remember, 
potential buyers are looking for more than just comfortable 
living space. They’re looking for storage space, too. Make sure 
your attic is clean and free of unnecessary items. 12. Create 
Dream Bedrooms - Wake up prospects to the cozy comforts of 
your bedrooms. For a spacious look, get rid of excess furniture. 
Colorful bedspreads and fresh curtains are a must. 13. Open up 
in the Daytime – Let the sun shine in, Pull back your curtains, 
drapes, and blinds so prospects can see how bright and cheery 
your home is.  14. Think Safety – Homeowners learn to live with 
all kinds of self-set booby traps: roller skates on the stairs, 
festooned extension cords, slippery throw rugs and low hanging 
overhead lights. Make you residence as non-perilous as possible 
for uninitiated visitors.  15. Keep a Low Profile – Nobody knows 
your home as well as you do. But RE/MAX Sales Associates know 
buyers – what they need and what they want. Your RE/MAX 
Associate will have an easier time articulating the virtues of your 
home if you stay in the background.  16. Don’t Turn Your Home 
into a Second-hand Store - When prospects come to view your 
home, don’t distract them with offers to sell those furnishings 
you no longer need. You may lose the biggest sale of all.  17. 
Defer to Experience - When prospects want to talk price, terms, 
or other real estate matters, let them speak to an expert – your 
RE/MAX Sales Associates. 18. Check Faucets and Bulbs – 
Dripping water rattles the nerves, discolors sinks and suggests 
faulty or worn-out plumbing. Burned out bulbs leaves prospects 
in the dark. Don’t let little problems detract from what’s right 
with your home.  19. Relax - Be friendly, but don’t try to force 
conversation. Prospects want to view your home with a 
minimum of distraction. 20. Help your agent – Terry will have an 
easier time selling your home if showings are scheduled.  You’ll 
appreciate the results. 

 

 



TERRY SMITH 
RE/MAX Masters III 
 817-989-3180 
 terry@terrysmith.com 
www.TerrySmith.com 

Too  high can be bad– If the listing price is too high, you’ll miss out on a percentage of buyers looking in the price range where 
your home should be. This is the flaw in thinking that you’ll always have the opportunity to accept a lower offer. Chances 
are the offers won’t even come in, because the buyers who would be most interested in your home have been scared off by 
the price and aren’t even taking the time to look. By the time the price is corrected, you’ve already lost exposure to a large 
group of potential buyers. The listing price becomes even trickle to set when prices are quickly rising or falling. It’s critical to 
be aware of where and how fast the market is moving – both when setting the price and when negotiating an offer. Again, 
an experienced, well-trained agent is always in touch with market trends – often even to a greater extent than appraisers, 
who typically focus on what a property is worth if sold as-is right now.  

Agent education, experience critical – When working with a real estate agent, it’s critical that you have full confidence in that 
agent’s experience and education. A skilled, knowledgeable agent should be able to explain to you exactly why your home 
needs to be priced at a certain level – compared to recent listings and sales of homes similar to yours.  Experienced agents 
also know exactly what the current pool of buyers are looking for a relation to particular styles and price ranges of 
properties. A skilled agent can recommend changes that will enhance the salability of our home, thus increasing the price – 
and/or decreasing the length of time before a sale.  

Little touches can generate big returns – Some of these changes may be cosmetic, involving literally no expense on your part. It 
might be as simple as moving out some of your furniture and adjusting window coverings to best display desirable qualities 
of the home. Other changes might demand an investment, but the cost will likely more than pay for itself in the final sales 
price or timeliness of the sale.  

IT’S CRITICAL TO KEEP ALL ASPECTS OF PRICING IN MIND, REGARDLESS OF WHOM YOU CHOOSE TO LIST YOUR HOME. 

Perhaps the most challenging aspect of selling a 
home listing is listing is at the correct price.  It’s one 

of several areas where the assistance  of a skilled real 
estate agent can more than pay for itself. 
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QUESTIONS              TERRY SMITH 
How  long have you been in   
the Real Estate Business?                               27 yrs 
 
Are you a Certified Residential Specialist?   YES 
(a designation held by only 2% of the Realtors in 
 the US)     
 
Are you a Certified Distressed  Property Expert 
 and a Short Sale & Foreclosure Resource Expert?  YES 
 
Are you a Certified Relocation Professional ?   YES 
(one who Specializes in relocating buyers)    
 
Are you a E-pro Internet Professional?   YES 
 
Are you a full time real  estate agent?   YES 

How many homes did you sell in 2012?   62 
 
What percentage of list price do you obtain 
 as a sales price for sellers (MLS average 97%)?   99%  
 
How many houses did you list in 2012?   34 
 
How many houses failed to sell that were listed in 2010?    3 
(4 had loan balances higher than market prices and took 
 their house off the market. The other is still on the market) 
 
 
 

QUESTIONS RELATED TO TOOLS OF THE TRADE: 
A.  Do you have full time staff to assist 
with my property?   YES 
 
B.  Do you have a written marketing plan  
for my  property?   YES 
 
C. Will you have color brochures made up for 
 my property?    YES 
 
D.  Do you have a computer based system to 
keep your seller informed of what you are 
doing to market the property?   YES 
 
E.  Do you have a website that my house will  
be listed on?    YES 
 

MARKETING PLAN: 
1. Do you network with other agents  and  
distribute flyers to the real estate agents at meetings? YES 
*79% of all homes are sold with cooperative agents  
 
2. Do you receive referrals from National  
Referral Companies and other agents?  YES 
 
3. How do you inform me of activity on my house?  REPORTS 
*Daily Showing Report, weekly web activity report, 
   and bi-monthly  report of competition and recent 
   sales in your area. 

QUESTIONS RELATED TO YOUR HOUSE: 
What repairs are needed for my house? 

What price should I put my home on the market for? 



First impressions count with buyers.  You don’t get a second chance to make a good first impression, so a small 
investment in time and money can give our house the advantage over competing homes in your neighborhood 
when I comes time for your sales representative to show it to a prospective buyer.  Here are some suggestions 
for preparing your home for a showing: 
  

  

CURB APPEAL: 
*Cut lawns 

*Trim hedges and shrubs 

*Weed and edge gardens 

*Pick  up litter 

*Clear drive and walkway of leaves 
and dirt 
*Repair soffits and eaves troughs 

*Clean out garage 
 

WHEN THE DOOR OPENS: 
*Clean and tidy porch and foyer 

*Does the doorbell work? 

*Is the door hardware in good 
shape? 

*Is the air fresh? 

  

WELL MAINTAINED: 
*Repair leaky taps and toilets 

*Clean furnace and humidifier 

*Tighten door knobs and cupboard 
latches 

*Repair  cracked plaster 

*Clean and repair  windows 

*Repair seals around tub and basin 

*Replace burned out light bulbs 

*Oil squeaking doors 
 

CLEANLINESS: 
*Clean and freshen bathrooms 

*Clean refrigerator and stove 

*Clean furnace exterior 

*Clean washer, dryer and laundry tubs 
*Clean carpets 

CREATE A BUYER: 
*Arrange to be absent during the 
showing 

*Turn on all lights 

*Turn on air conditioning when 
necessary 

*Light fireplace 

*Open drapes in the daytime 

*Play quiet background music 

*Curb your pet 
 

LOTS OF SPACE: 
*Clear halls and stairs of clutter 

*Store surplus furniture 

*Clear kitchen counters and stove 

*Make closets neat and tidy 

NOTE: Let your RE/MAX agent discuss the selling price, terms and other factors with the prospective purchaser.  The 
salesperson has been trained and has experience, so let that person bring your negotiations to a satisfactory conclusion.  
Therefore, during the showing of your home either relocate to another area of the house (away from immediate activity), or 
temporarily vacate your home.  
  

WITH A LITTLE EFFORT YOU CAN MAKE YOUR HOME READY TO SELL MORE QUICKLY AND AT A 
BETTER PRICE!!! 

  



**A Realtor has no control over the market, only the marketing plan. Never select a Realtor 

based on price.** 

A Realtor has no control over your local market conditions. It would be wiser to select a REALTOR first, then 

discuss price. Don't encourage or allow agents to "bid up" the price to get your listing. True professionals will give 

you candid feedback and factual information so you can price within the market. 

  

*What You Paid 

  

*What You Need 

  

*What You Want 

  

*What Your Neighbor Says 

  

*What Another Associate Says 

  

*The Cost to Rebuild It Today 

  

The value of your property is determined by what a BUYER is willing to pay in today's market based on 

comparing  your property to others on the market for sale. 

  

*****BUYERS ALWAYS DETERMINE VALUE***** 

  

Let Terry help you determine the price that fits your home!! 
Terry Smith                         
RE/MAX Masters III           
Office:  817-989-3180                     
Fax: 817-869-8043                          
terry@terrysmith.com  
www.terrysmith.com 



Terry Smith                         
RE/MAX Masters III           
Office:  817-989-3180                     
Fax: 817-869-8043                          
terry@terrysmith.com  
www.terrysmith.com 



For a live interactive map that demonstrates the number of REMAX.com 

property inquiries there are in real time visit  workingforyou.remax.com  

 

With over 2 million unique visitors per month, more consumers visit  

www.REMAX.com 

http://workingforyou.remax.com/
http://workingforyou.remax.com/
http://workingforyou.remax.com/
http://www.remax.com/


Terry Smith 
RE/MAX Masters III 
817-989-3180 
Email: terry@terrysmith.com 
www.terrysmith.com 

         
  

The basic law of real estate is this… ADS DON’T SELL HOMES… PEOPLE DO!!! 

  

Real Estate agents continue to be the preferred method of finding and purchasing a home. 

When home buyers were asked where they first learned about the house they bought: 
  

 34% Purchased because they recognized a firm name or salesperson and were serviced by them 

 29%  Indicated on-line services or the Internet 

 14% Purchased because of a professional sign and lockbox in conjunction with cooperating sales agents 

 8% Reported neighbors or relatives 

 8% A Home Builder 

 3% Saw a newspaper ad 

 3% Knew The Seller 

 1%  Saw the home advertised in home books or magazines 

 Less than 1% Other 

  

 ABOUT PRICE . . . 

The way to insure a quick sale is to price your home COMPETITIVELY.  Buyers purchase 

homes by comparison and will usually make an offer on a fairly priced home before making a 

LOW OFFER on an over-priced listing.  Price and possible terms are important Buyer 

motivators. 
   

*Statistics from the NAR Profile of Home Buyers & Sellers Report, Copyright 2009 
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